The cellular and molecular basis of long-term memory in vertebrates remains poorly understood. Knowledge regarding long-term memory has been impeded by the enormous complexity of the vertebrate brain, particularly the mammalian brain, as well as by the relative complexity of the behavioral alterations examined in most studies of long-term memory in vertebrates. Here, we demonstrate a long-term form of nonassociative learning-specifically, long-term habituation (LTH)-of a simple reflexive escape response, the C-start, in zebrafish larvae. The C-start is triggered by the activation of one of a pair of giant neurons in the zebrafish's hindbrain, the Mauthner cells. We show that LTH of the C-start requires the activity of NMDA receptors and involves macromolecular synthesis. We further show that the long-term habituated reflex can by rapidly dishabituated by a brief tactile stimulus. Our results set the stage for rigorous, mechanistic investigations of the long-term memory for habituation of a reflexive behavioral response, one that is mediated by a relatively simple, neurobiologically tractable, neural circuit. Moreover, the demonstration of NMDAR and transcriptionally dependent LTH in a translucent vertebrate organism should facilitate the use of optical recording, and optogenetic manipulation, of neuronal activity to elucidate the cellular basis of a long-term vertebrate memory.
Introduction
The capability to form long-term memories confers a selective advantage by allowing organisms to more effectively operate in a dynamic environment. Consequently, this ability extends even to organisms with extremely simple nervous systems, which are able to store, maintain, and utilize information for relatively long periods of time (2002; Timbers & Rankin, 2011) . Some of the cellular and molecular pathways that mediate long-term memory formation have been elucidated, and these display a striking evolutionary conservation (Bourtchuladze et al., 1994; Busto, Guven-Ozkan, Fulga, Van Vactor, & Davis, 2015; Cai, Pearce, Chen, & Glanzman, 2011; Dash, Hochner, & Kandel, 1990; Drier et al., 2002; Glanzman, 2013; Guan et al., 2002; Lakhina et al., 2015; Levenson & Sweatt, 2005; Sacktor, 2008; Silva, Kogan, Frankland, & Kida, 1998; Timbers & Rankin, 2011; Yin, Del Vecchio, Zhou, & Tully, 1995; Yin et al., 1994) . Commonly, longterm memories require the transcription of new gene products, as well as the translation of existing terminally localized mRNA into proteins (Goelet, Castellucci, Schacher, & Kandel, 1986; Kandel, Dudai, & Mayford, 2014) , and involve morphological rearrangements associated with the modification of synapses (Bailey, Kandel, & Harris, 2015) . But, to date, we only have a rudimentary understanding of the biological processes that mediate long-term memory.
Invertebrates have been used extensively by neurobiologists to study long-term memory (Bailey, Kandel, & Si, 2004; Kandel et al., 2014) . A major advantage of studying long-term memory in invertebrate organisms is that the cellular and molecular changes that mediate the learned behavioral changes can typically be studied in well-defined neural circuits. A paradigmatic example of this situation is long-term modulation of the gill-and siphon-withdrawal reflex in the mollusk Aplysia. This reflex exhibits two forms of
